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JUNE 1 - 15 ONLY

DADS AND GRADS SPECIAL!

Save 35% on QuikStik™ Rewind™ and Unwind™ combo! QuikStik instant beverages rely on botanicals and bionutrients—known to support energy levels and mood—to give you just what you need to get you going in the morning, pick you up in the afternoon, and help you relax at the end of a long day...or a long semester. From now until June 15, get 14 servings each of both Rewind and Unwind for just $55.95, a savings of 35% off the regular combined price of $85.90. Unwind for the college grads, Rewind for those going off to summer school, and both for Dad. (Item 18090, RV $50, BV 25).

ORDER HERE.

NEW PRODUCT

METARESET IS HERE!

Silhouette Solution’s MetaRESET™ is now ready to transform your body AND change everything you’ve ever believed about weight loss. How? By taking advantage of the normal physiological signals that influence how food is processed at a cellular level. This revolutionary program combines specific dietary proteins, fats, and carbohydrates, along with specially developed accelerator and energizer products in a turn-key program designed to “reboot” your metabolism and help you achieve a healthy new you!

What have you got to lose? Be one of the first to take the MetaRESET 30-60-90 Day Challenge! CEO Candace Keefe took the challenge and lost over 30 lbs in 90 days! CLICK HERE to jump-start your weight loss today!

3 WAYS TO WIN WHILE YOU LOSE!

1) Lose as much as you like, when you like with individual MetaRESET products!
   • French Vanilla Shake, 15 Servings, just $49.95, RV $40, BV 20
   • Dutch Choc Shake, 15 Servings, just $49.95, RV $40, BV 20
   • Orange Crème Fiber Sticks, 14 Servings, just $26.95, RV $20, BV 15
   • Accelerator, 30 days supply, just $47.95, RV $45, BV 30
   • Energizer Spray, 30 days supply, just $42.95, RV $40, BV 25

2) Save 15% when you purchase on Autoship.
   • French Vanilla Shake, 30 Servings, just $84.95 (RV $50, BV 40)
   • Dutch Choc Shake, 30 Servings, just $84.95 (RV $50, BV 40)
   • Choc/Vanilla Combo, 30 Servings, just $84.95 (RV $50, BV 40)
   • Orange Crème Fiber Sticks, 28 servings, just $45.95 (RV $30, BV 15)
   • Accelerator, 30 days supply, just $40.95 (RV $30 BV 20)
   • Energizer Spray, 30 days supply, just $36.95 (RV $30, BV 20)

3) Save an additional 10% (for a total of 25%) when you take the 30-60-90 Day Challenge (flavor choices available), AND get the Proflorin (+) Detox Program for only $25 (a $45.95 value)!
   • With Proflorin + Detox Program, just $212.95 (RV $100, BV 100)
   • Without Proflorin + Detox Program, just $187.95 (RV $100, BV 100)
Few things can be more damaging to your health and appearance than chronic lack of sleep. You need a solid six to eight hours for your body to rebuild and rejuvenate every day. What you don’t need are the side effects and dependency issues that go with OTC and prescription sleeping pills.

LightsOut contains a proprietary blend of natural components that helps your body produce the substances it needs to sleep. Melatonin is a natural occurring hormone that increases at night and remains elevated until suppressed by morning light. Without it, natural sleep eludes you. 5-hydroxytryptophan is the immediate precursor to the chemical messenger serotonin, a calming brain neurotransmitter. And beta-phenyl GABA is a natural derivative of another calming brain neurotransmitter, gamma-amino-butyric acid.

This unique blend of naturally occurring substances addresses the issues that often cause lack of sleep. Don’t mask the issues. Address them naturally and get the ZZZZZZ’s you need…. for health, beauty, and a life without limits.

B•SMOOTH JADE CLAY POLISH IS JUST $20 WITH $100+ RV

Tired of a dull, uneven complexion? B•Smooth Jade Clay Polish gently but effectively removes dead skin cells without harsh chemicals or abrasives to reveal the vibrant, youthful looking skin below! During June, you can purchase this amazing exfoliant for just $20 when the Retail Volume (RV) in your order reaches $100 or more. (AutoShip not included.) CLICK HERE to shop now.

NOW WE SLEEP AS WELL AS OUR GRAND BABIES.

My husband and I started using LightsOut as soon as it was available. First of all, my husband has been taking prescription sleep medicine for 20 years. He stopped using the medication and has been using lights out instead. After only two nights, he sleeps all through the night. For me, I haven’t had a full nights rest in years. I would wake up to any sound, usually at 3 a.m., so I would pick up my book and read until the alarm went off. Since taking LightsOut, I haven’t finished a book yet. Now we sleep as well as our grand babies.

— Chuck & Crystal Gepford, Payette, ID

SS METARESET BOOKLET

FREE with your 30-60-90 day Challenge!

This beautiful, full-size, 32-page publication contains everything you need to know to successfully use and sell our revolutionary new Silhouette Solution MetaRESET™ weight loss program. Not only is it a complete scientific overview of metabolic weight loss, it also contains a comprehensive eating and exercise guide for 30, 60 and 90 days of weight loss, PLUS many recipes for healthy, delicious, and easy-to-prepare meals. Extra copies of the guide may also be purchased for $10 each.
LIFE WITHOUT LIMITS

OPPORTUNITY

IMPORTANT COMP PLAN UPDATES

Effective June 1, 2014, we have amended the minimum qualifications required for earning weekly and monthly commissions for all Bioceutica Independent Consultants. Changes to the Compensation Plan are published here. PLEASE READ, as these changes may affect your monthly commissions.

13.2: Downline Rollup Due to Inactivity | Bioceutica Independent Consultants must produce at least 100 PBV (PERSONAL BONUS VOLUME) cumulatively in a 4 month consecutive period. Independent Consultants who do not achieve the minimum 100 PBV in the 4 month period will have their downline organization, including Consultants and Clients/Customers roll up to the next active Bioceutica Independent Consultant’s frontline, and will lose all rights to future commissions and bonuses on those Bioceutica Independent Consultants and Clients/Customers who rolled up. Additionally, a Bioceutica Independent Consultant’s downline will roll up if, for any reason, his or her Bioceutica Independent Consultant’s Agreement is not renewed within 30 days of the Renewal Date. Written confirmation of the cancellation will not be provided by BIOCEUTICA.

13.3: Required Personal Account Activity to receive Weekly & Monthly Commissions | Bioceutica Independent Consultants are required to be a Product of the Product by having a minimum 50 Personal Order Product Bonus Volume (POPBV) in their personal account on a monthly basis. To receive Weekly Commissions, the 50 POPBV will be based on the previous month activity. For Monthly Commissions, the 50 POPBV will be based on the current month activity. All new Independent Consultants will be waived the 50 POPBV in their start month for purposes of receiving Weekly Retail Commissions.

Section 14: Definitions | Active/Commissions Paid | A Bioceutica Independent Consultant must personally purchase a minimum of 50 Personal Order Product Bonus Volume (POPBV) in his/her Bioceutica Consultant Account every month to be paid weekly and monthly commissions.

Active/IC Account | Bioceutica Independent Consultants must produce at least 100 PBV (PERSONAL BONUS VOLUME) cumulatively in a 4 month consecutive period. Independent Consultants must also have any Independent Consultant renewal fees paid and Independent Consultant forms signed and executed.

IMPORTANT: As we roll out this qualification requirement, regardless of the date you meet the 50 POPBV requirement in June, you will receive all weekly commissions earned beginning June 1st. Example: In June my Custom Essentials Order, in my personal account, set to ship June 29th satisfies my requirement of 50 POPBV for June. Even though I am not officially qualified for weekly retail commissions until June 29, the company will recognize me as qualified for weekly retail commissions as of June 1 for the purposes of introducing this new requirement and all retail commissions will be paid.

On July 1, when June Monthly commissions are calculated, you must have met the 50 POPBV requirement in June to receive Monthly commissions for June on July 20th. In addition, your June 29th POPBV is recognized as the previous month qualifying activity to continue receiving weekly retail commissions in July.

Make it simple! Your Custom Essentials on auto ship shipped monthly from your personal account keeps you qualified on a monthly basis with 50 POPBV. CLICK HERE to order today!

RECOGNITION

CONGRATULATIONS NEW DISTRICT MANAGERS

NEW District Managers
Kay Hagerman — Geary, OK
Promoted by Liz Simpson
Amy Gutierrez — Scottsdale, AZ
Promoted by Manos MSI LLC

LEADERSHIP WITHOUT LIMITS

INFOCUS

Each month we feature Bioceutica IC’s who exhibit exceptional leadership and inspire those around them to a Life Without Limits. This month the spotlight is on Area Manager, Vilma Ortiz from Indianapolis, IN. CLICK HERE to see more from Vilma and other top Bioceutica leaders!

JUNE 2014

OPPORTUNITY

IMPORTANT DATES

Opportunity Call: 06/09
“Walk The Talk” Call: 06/16
Retail Commissions Paid: 06/06, 06/13, 06/20, 06/27
Monthly Bonuses Paid (EMR’s, Downline & Leadership Bonuses): 06/20
Happy Father’s Day: 06/15

CLICK HERE to see more from Vilma and other top Bioceutica leaders!
As you may be able to tell from my photo, I am over-the-moon about the fabulous new products we introduced in May, and about the excitement and momentum they are generating throughout the company. From all that I see happening, I truly believe that our future is as bright as the summer sun!

It starts here! Take another look at the photo, and you’ll see that I walked the talk and took the 90 Day Challenge when the MetaRESET products were in beta testing and at 30 lbs. and counting, I feel fit and fabulous at 55! The program was amazingly easy to follow. I make it a routine to exercise and eat healthfully, and I go nowhere without my Energizer Spray and my Accelerator. I love Garcinia Cambogia. My doctor is amazed! I was border line High Blood Pressure and Cholesterol when I started, and now my levels are perfect and on the LOW side! I have more energy than I have had in years—which is a scary thing And I sleep like a baby thanks to our new, all-natural LightsOut sleep supplement. You can too!!

We have also developed a new and simple way to overcome inertia and other obstacles on your journey to a Life Without Limits. It’s called the Bridge To Success. It’s a series of simple, step-by-step directions that, when followed, will lead you to a Life Without Limits and the success you deserve. Check it out here or in your Virtual Back Office.

As you know, Bioceutica is about taking a comprehensive approach to health and beauty, while we help create a Life Without Limits for our Consultants and Customers. We truly are a different kind of company. We do things differently, and WE ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE! Every day I realize that I can’t do this without you, and every day I am grateful for all you do.

Let’s all get out during these sunny days and share the sunshine with everyone we meet. Life is so much brighter when you are making a difference!

**Candace Keefe, CEO**

---

**OPPORTUNITY**

**LIMITLESS POSSIBILITY—GETTING STARTED**

Now available in new IC Kits and in your Virtual Office.

The new “LIFE WITHOUT LIMITS—GETTING STARTED Training is a complete and simple system designed to help you build your business from scratch. It introduces the PopSTART program and the new Bioceutica Bridge To Success, and includes an easy-to-follow Compensation Plan Summary. This comprehensive training is designed to help you hit the ground running!

Click HERE to download your copy today!

---

**SUMMER TRAINING & OPPORTUNITY CALLS!**

Our series of national Opportunity and Training calls continues this month! With so many exciting new products and Compensation Plan updates these calls are sure to give you the information necessary to grow your Bioceutica business!

Throughout the summer there will be one monthly Opportunity Call and one Walk-The-Talk Training Call per month, featuring top Bioceutica leaders and CEO Candace Keefe. All calls will take place at 9:00pm Eastern, 6:00pm Pacific time. Please make note of the dates, call-in number, and passcode information for all calls:

- **Call-In Number:** 1-218-895-1703
- **Passcode:** 905047#

**Summer Opportunity Call Schedule:**
- Monday, June 9th
- Monday, July 7th
- Monday, August 4th

**Summer Training Call Schedule:**
- Monday, June 16th
- Monday, July 14th
- Monday, August 11th

Not able to make a call? No problem! All Opportunity and Training Calls will be archived on the Bioceutica website. CLICK HERE to listen today!